
Meet the Team!

Here’s a quick overview of the Terrific Teachers
we Tricked into Teaching you Terrific Tricks!

Dublin Circus Project

Peter Moran is a circus performer and
tutor who has been practicing all kinds
of circus arts for the last 17 years, in the
hopes that one day he'll get the hang of

it. 
Galway Community Circus

Davi  Hora is a circus artist from
Brazil that has been with GCC for

over 8 years and is currently one of
their lead youth circus tutors

Sophie Bernhold is an Erasmus+
European Solidarity Corp Jr Tutor
volunteer from Berlin, Germany,

where she is a member of Cabuwazi
Circus.

Circus Factory, Cork

Coming from a parkour background, Haj leads
teaching Circus Factory Youth acrobatics. His

favourite trick is doing backflips. 

Kate Mitchell is a hula hooper and aerialist who
most recently has been working In your Space Circus

in Derry and Fidget Feet as part of their House
production. 

In Your Space, Derry

In Your Space Circus

Luke Blakeley has been teaching
circus for more than 12 years, he
specialises in juggling, contact

juggling and unicycle, but dabbles
in pretty much every other circus
skill...except aerial, he leaves that

to the aerialists!

Cloughjordan Circus Club

Paul Quate Master Manipulator Paul will get you
flipping hats, jumping ropes, wobbling on rola bola

and walking the wire this weekend!

Maria Corcoran Unicyclist extraordinaire! Ria loves all
things circus, watch out for her in the unicycle hockey

tournament ... she’s a deamon!

Molly O’Brien learnt all her circus right here in
Cloughjordan. She’s gone on to take part in a number

of professional training courses and loves to hula
hoop, do pairs acro and teach funambulism.

Jo Williams has been doing circus for far too long,
she’s delighted so many talented trainers are here to

teach this weekend! She is looking forward to
teaching some performance this weekend.

Circusful, Belfast

Acrobat extraordinaire – Hillas Smith is one of
Ireland’s best acrobats – he has trained and

performed nationally and internationally – he
specialises in handbalance, partner acro and

tableslide

Timmy Hannington is one of those multi-
talented folk with an eye on all the skills. He

juggles, he unicycles, he does acro.... but can he
do them all at once...!?

SPECIAL
GUEST

Grant Goldie
Diabolo wizard

and Master
Manipulator


